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Decision 90 09 04-1 SEP 12 1$9Q 
DEFORE THE PUBLIC UTILITIES CO~~ISSION OF THg STATE OF CALIFORNIA 

Investigation instituted on the 
Co~mission's own motion into the 
responsibilities of railroad 
corporations to improve walkway 
conditions along tracks in 
existence before the adoption 
of General Order 118. 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

----------------------------------) 

OPINION 

®[rJJ~[ll~L~~, 
1.89 .. 03-004 

(Filed Mnrch 8, 1989) 

On March 8, 1989, we instituted this investigation for 
the purpose of determining (1) what actions railroad corporations 
should take to improve walkway conditions along tracks that existed 
when General Order (GO) 118 was adopted in 1963, (2) the types of 
trackage subject to any program of walkway improvement, and (3) the 
time frame within which any walkway improvements Should occur. 

This decision resolves the issues under consideration in 
this investigation, adopting a settlement reached by several 
parties to the proceeding. 
Background 

The Commission adopted Go 118 in April l 1963 for the 
purpose of protecting railroad workers. We Opened 1.89-03-004 
following a more recent Commission decision which granted Southern 
Pacific Transportation Company's (SP) request for a deviation from 
the walkAay safety requirements of GO 118 in Application (A.) 
85-03-052. Specifically, Decision (D.) 89-02-032 highlighted the 
ambiguity of paragraph 6 of GO 118, which calls for a program of 
walkway improvement to tracks that predate GO 118. Paragraph 6 of 
GO 118 statest 

-Each railroad corpOration operating wi~hin the 
state shall pursue a prOgram of improvement of 
walkways in all switching areas where a 
substantial amount of switching is performed, 
along its main, branch and industrial trackage 
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toward substantial conformity with its 
standards filed with the Commission pursuant to 
this order." 

Parties to A.85-03-052 did not agree on their 
interpretations of Paragraph 6. SP argued that pa~~graph 6 
requires only that the railroads must develop progcams for 
improving walkways in areas where substantial switching occurs. 
Commission Safety Division Staff (Staff) argued that the Paragraph 
requires improvement programs not only in areas of substantial 
switching, out along all main, branch, and industrial tracks. 

In response to this confusion, we initiated this 
investigation, seeking responses to severai questions, attached as 
Appendix A. The questions did not seek a clarification of the 
language of paragraph 6, but rather asked the parties to propose 
walkway improvement programs that would, in a cost-effective 
manner, promote safety for railroad workers and thus provide a 
workable interpretation of paragraph 6, that would be consistent 
with the fundamental purpose of the General Order. 

Each respondent to this proceeding filed repOrts, as 
required by 1.89-03-004, which provided information abOut 
compliance with GO 118, their walkway safety improvement programs, 
and the costs of further track improvements. At a prehearing 
conference held December 13, 1989, the parties agreed to hold 
workshops with the purpOse of informally settling all issues of the 
proceeding. 

Following the workshops and a second preheating 
conference on June 4, 1990, the Staff filed a report on the 
workshop proceedings (attached as Appendix B to this decision) and 
-Motion to Adopt the Consensus Agreement,- The Consensus Agreement 
Between the Railroad.Corporations, Railroad Harkers' 
Representatives, and CPUC Staff Regarding the Interpretation of" 
Paragraph 6 in General Order 118 (Agreement) is Signed by three 
major participants to this proceeding--the Staff, the United 
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Transportation Union (UrU), and, representing the railroads, SP. 
No party has contested the motion or the Agreement (attached as 
Appendix C to this decision). 
The Agreement 

The Agreement, attached as Appendix a, establishes a 
walkft'ay improvement program for each of tho respondent railroads, 
and a process for monitoring those programs. Specifically, the 
Agreement defines four types of tracks according to how frequently 
railroad employees use them in performing job duties. Tracks most. 
frequently used must meet requirements of GO 118 within si~ months 
of the effective date of the Agreement. On the other end of the 
scale, those tracks which are used only in emergencies need not 
comply with GO 118 standards unless the COmmission orders specific 

track repairs. 
The Agreement also establishes a procedure for requesting 

deviations from GO 118. under thQ procedure, the standard for 
considering deviation requests is worker safety, not form~lae or 
rules. The procedure provides that the Director of the Safety 
Division would schedule an informal meeting if any party protests 
the request for a deviation. After considering the existing track 
conditions and other elements of the request, the Director will 
recommend approval or denial by way of Commission resolution. The 
resolution would be subject to appeal to the Commission. On 
appeal, the C9rnm1ssion would consider the deviation request through 

existing formal procedures. 
Discussion 

The Agreement is a reasonable respOnse to our 
investigation. It fulfills the primary objective of providing 
reasonably safe walkways for railroad employees, It also 
recognizes that railroad resources should be allocated where they 
are likely to do the most good. The Agreement reqUires the 
railroads to improve walkways which are most frequently used and 
therefore most likely to present risk to employees. It also 
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recognizes that the probability of harm along some tracks is so 
$mall that costly improvements would not be worthwhile. 

The Agreement sets forth a procedure for monitoring 
railroad compliance by providing that Staff will hold a workshop to 
review the progress of walkway improvement programs if any party 
requests the workshop within 18 months of the effective date of 
this decision. After that time, parties wishing to make changes to 
the Agreement must do so by way of a formal proceeding. 1 We 
believe this procedure will provide an effective forum for concerns 
over program compliance without requiring substantial effort by the 
parties. The expedited treatment of requests for GO 118 deviations 
is likewise reasOnable. 

We are impressed that the unions and railroads have 
agreed to the several issues addressed in this proceeding. We 
commend their cooperative efforts and the work of the safety 
Division Staff in taking the lead on resolving these matters 
outside of hearings. We will approve the Agreement. 
Findings of Fact 

1. Go 118 sets forth standards for walkway safety along 
railroad tracks. 

2. The Corr~ission issued 1.89-03-004 to develop walkway 
safety improvement programs. 

3. Following workshops, representatives of the railroads, 
employee unions, and Safety Division staff signed an agreement 

1 We presume by this language the parties did not intend to 
expand or reduce the rights of any party. Only parties subject to 
our jurisdict~on may file applications. In o~der ~hat the rights 
of other parties are not abridged, the term -formal· proceeding
should be interpreted to ~ean ·f6rrna~ procedure.- Parties who are 
not subject to Our jurisdiction may initiate a procedure by 
petitioning for modification of a decision or they may, initiate a 
proceeding by filing a complaint. 
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resolving all issues in this proceeding. No pa~ty has contested 
the Agreement. 

4. The program that would be established by the Agreement 
would promote worker safety along railroad tracks ill a reasonably 
cost-effective manner. 

5. The Agreement sets forth procedures for monitoring the 
progress of walkway improvements and applying for doviations from 

GO 118. 
Conclusions of Law 

1. The Agreement reasonably resolves all issu~s raised in 
1.89-03-004 and should be adopted. 

2. This proceeding should remain open in order t6 provide a 
forum for enforcing the provisions of the Agreement under the 
monitoring procedure outlined in the Agreement in the first 
paragraph of Page 1. 

ORDER 

IT IS ORDERED thatt 
1. The Consensus Agreement Between the Railroad 

Corporations, Railroad Norkers l Representatives, and CPUC Staff 
Regarding the Interpretation of paragraph 6 in General Order 118 
(Agreement), attached as Appendix C of this decision, is adopted 
and applies to all respondent railroad corporations. 

2. This proceeding will remain open for 18 months from the 
effective date of this decision for the 'purpose of providing a 
forum for enforcing the provisions of the Agreement under the 
monitoring procedure outlined in the Agreement in the first 
paragraph of page 1. 
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3. Absent further order of the Commission, this proceeding 
will be closed June 1, 1992. 

This order $£p1zi9'9bve today. 
Dated - - , at San Francisco, California. 

..;. 6 -

G. MITCHELL WILK 
President 

FREDERICK R. nUDA 
STANLEYW. HULETT 
PATRICIA K. ECKERT 

Connissioners 

Commissioner John B. Ohanian. 
being necessarily absent, did 
not participate • 
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Questions from 1.89-03-004 

To what extent, as of March 10, 1989, are walkways meeting the 
standards filed by the railroads in compliance with GO 118 in 
existence along all pre-GO 118 tracks? 

To what extent, if any, have railroads already improved walkway 
conditions along pre-GO 118 main, branch and industrial tracks? 

Should the program for improvement include all pre-GO 118 tracks 
and walkways or just those in switching areas? 

If the program is limited to switching areas where substantial 
switching occurs, how should the phrase ·where substantial 
switching occurs· be defined? 

Should the program for improvement include something more than 
switching areas but something less_ than all pre-GO 118 tracks and 
walkways? I.e, should ~t also include other areas where railrOad 
workers are frequently in need of safe footing? If so, what other 
pre-GO 118 tracks and walkways should be subject to the program for 
improvement? 

Should the program for improvement require actual compliance or 
merely ·substantial conformity· with GO 118 standards with regard 
to walkways subject to the program for improvement? 

If ·substantial conformity· is required, rather than actual 
complianco;then how should the term ·substantial conformity· b~ 
defined so that the program for improvement can be enforceable? 

What are the estimated costs associated ~ithestablishinq walkways 
that meet the standards filed by the railroads in accordance with 
GO 118 along all pre-GO 118 trackage that does not presently ha.ve 
such walkways and what is the factual basis for these estimates? 

What ti~e frame, if any, should govern the program for walkway 
improvement? 

Should the program for improvement set priorities for remedying 
walkway conditions in switching areas first and then improving 
other areas as time and resources permit? 
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Shouid any priorities be set on the basis of accident frequencies, 
cost effectiveness of potential improvements or a combination of 
these two factors? How could this be done? 

What additional orders or rules the commission should issue with 
respect to railroad corporations' responsibilitios to maintain or 
improve walkway safety with respect to tracks and walkway 
conditions in existence prior to the adOption of GO 118. 

(END OF APPENDIX A) 
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BEFORE THE PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA 

Investigation.instituted on the 
co~lssion's own motion into the 
r~sponsibilitles of railroad 
corporations to improve walkway 
conditions along tracks in existence 
before the adoption of Gen~ral 
Qrder 118. 

REPQRT OF THE SAFETY DIVISION STAFF 
ON THE WORKSHOP PROCEEDINGS 

This report has been prepared in accordance with the agreement 
reached on December 13, 1989, in the Prehearing Conference held 
for this Order Instituting Investigation (011). At that 
conference it was agreed to hold workshops with the purpose 6f 
settling all issues of the 011 by consensus through informal 
discussions. The staff was directed to prepare a report c6verin9 
any agreements or stipulations arrived at in those workshops. 
The staff reports that all parties participating in the workshops 
have agreed to a settlement of the issues of the 011. In the 
course of reaching this agreement the primary tasks required by 
the 011 were completed. Additionally, the twelve questions posed 
in the 011 were answered. The staff reports that the workshop 
participants consider the agreement to be an appropriate 
resolution of all issues in the 011. 

The twelve questions in the 011 have been answered as folloWS! 

1. To what extent, as of March 10, 1989, are walkways 
meeting the standards tiled by the railroads in 
compliance with cO 118 in existence along all pre-GO 
118 tracKs? 

Reports were received from all the railroad corporations iisted 
as respondents to the 011. A summary of those reports is 
attached as an Appendix to this report. In summary, the 
railroads reported that walkways in yard areas meet the standards 
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of G.O. 118 with fev exceptions, whereas walkways in other areas 
.eet the standards to varying degrees. 

2. To what extent, if anr' have railroads already 
improved walkway cond tlons along pre-GO 118 aain, 
branch and industrial tracks? 

This question was generally seen by the railroad corporations as 
unanswerable. several of the raiiroads indicated that the work 
that had been done had not been recorded in a fashion such that 
an answer could be provided. It was generally stated that 
considerable work had been done tor the program of improvement. 
staff files dating back to the origin of the program of 
improvement support this assessment. 

3. should the prOgram for improvement include all pre
GOlia tracks and walkways or just those in 
switching areas? 

This question is best answered by the ·Consensus Agreement 
Between the Railroad corporations, Railroad workers' 
Representatives, and cPuc safety Division staff Regarding the 
Interpretation of paraqraph 6 in General order 118,· dated 
6/4/90. In sum~ary, it was agreed that there are tour basic 
types of trackage defined by degree of walkway importance to 
safety. Three of these areas were seen to need a program of 
walkway improvement, albeit with different standards and time 
frames applied. 

4. If the program is limited to switching areas where 
SUbstantial switching occurs, how shOUld the phrase 
·where substantial switching occurs· be defined? 

It was agreed that the program of improvement should not be 
limited to areas of ·substantial switching.-

5. Should the program for improvement inclUde something 
more than switching area~ but something less tha~ 
all pre-GO 118 traCKS and walkways? I.e., should it 
also include other areas where railroad workers are . 
frequently in need of safe tooting? If so, what 
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other pre-GO 118 tracks and walkways.hould be 
subject to the program for improvement? 

, '/41'O~-

The consensus agreement was based on addressing the need for 
walkways where railroad workers re~ire safe footing in different 
degrees, not restricted to switching areas. other-.reas included 
in the agreed program of improvement include running tracks in 
yards, sidings, railroad ovned or maintained industrial spurs, 
storage tracks, tracks where inspections are made, and other 
unspecified areas where trains regularly stop and employees must 
get off the train and perform any number of tasks. 

6. Should the proqramfor improvement r~quire actual 
compliance or merely ·substantial conformity· with 
GO 118 standards with regard to walkways subject to 
the program for improvement? 

It was agreed to develop a better definition of the extent ot the 
program of improvement than indicated by the phrase ·substantial 
conformity,- However, it was alsO agreed that something less 
than actual compliance with ail the standards would serve the 
interests of a cost-effective walkway improvement program whlch 
maximizes safety. Kore strict compliance would be required in 
areas of relatively high risk, whereas very low risk areas would 
not have to comply with the standards. 

7. If ·substantial conformity· is reqUired, rather than 
actual compliance, then how shoUld the term 
.substantial confo~ity· be defined so that the 
program for improvement can be enforceable? 

The term ·substantial conformity· was not used in the agreement. 

8. What are the estimated costs associated with 
establishing walkways that meet the standards filed 
by the railroads in accordance with GO )18 along all 
pre-GO 118 tracks that do not presently have such 
walkways and what is the factual basis for these 
estimates? 

" 
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The costs esti~ated by the railroads were inoluded in their 
reports and are listed in the Appendi)(. In &u.mmary, the 
railroads estimate that they would have to spend ov.r 198 .illion 
dollars to bring all tracks into ¢onfo~ity with the standards of 
the General Order. Additionally, so~e costs aay ~ 
underestimated as some costs were not inoluded in the .stl~ates 
and a few railroads' costs were based to an unspeolfled degree on 
something less than full conformity with the standards. The most 
informative and important fact revealed in these reports is that 
almost all of the estimated cost is in areas of little walkway 
activity, such as mainline trackage between work areas or 
stations. 

9. What time frame, if any, should govern the prOgram 
for walkway i~provement? 

Different time frames were agreed upon for different types of 
trackage, with the shortest time frames for the highest priority 
areas. The time frames were increased as the priorIty of the 
type of tracks decreased. 

10. Should the program for improvement set priorities 
fOr remedying walkway conditions in switching areas 
first and then improving other areas as time and 
resources permit? 

It was agreed that priorities should be set according to the four 
types of trackage. switching areas were seen as the highest 
priority. 

11. Should any priorities be set6rt th~ basis ~f 
accident frequencies, cost effectiveness of 
potential improvements or a,combination ot these 
two factors? How could th~s be done? 

It was agreed that priorities should be based upon the types of 
activity that occur on various types of tracks as sUch priorities 
would reflect the risk inherent in these activities as judg~d by 
the workshop participants. It was also agreed that the program 
should be cost effectiVe, generally taking quick action where 
there was relatively high risk and low cost and no action where 
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there was relatively low risk and hiqh cost. Intermediate 
conditions were addressed with intermediate priorities, 

12. What additional orders or rules the CO~i88ion 
should issue with respect to railroad corporations' 
responsibilIties to maintain or improve walkway 
safety with respect to tracks and walkway 
condItions in existence prior to the adoption of GO 
118? 

The ·Consensus Agreement Between the Railroad corporations, 
Railroad Workers' Representatives, and CPUC safety DivIsIon staff 
Regarding the Interpretation of paragraph 6 in General Order 
118,- dated 5/25/90, contains all the proposals that were agreed 
upon regarding the railroads' responsibilitios. In addition to 
the interpretation of Paragraph 6 of General Order 118, 

provisions were included for expediting acceptable deviations to 
the General order. 

THE WORJ{SHOPS 
All interested parties were invited to participate in the 
workshops to seek agreement on an interpretation of paragraph 6 
of Generai order 118. participants of the workshops, including 
representatives of the railroad corporations, railroad empioyees, 
and Commission safety Division staff, developed an agreement in 
response to the Pubiic utilities Commission's 011 No. 89-03-004, 
Investigation Instituted on the commission's Own Motion into the 
Responsibilities of Railroad corporations to Improve walkway 
Conditions Along Tracks in Existence Before the Adoption of 
General Qrder 118. The agreement covers all three questions 
contained in the statement of purpose for the Commission's Order 
Instituting the Investigation. The three questions are: 

(1) What actioris should Railroad corporations be required 
to undertake in order to improve walkway conditions 
along tracks that were in existence when General Order 
118 was 'adopted in 1963, 
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(2) The types Of trac~age 8ubject to any proqra~ of walkway 
improvement, and 

(3) The time frame within which any walkway laprovements 
must occur? 

A common set of working principles acceptable to all parties, for 
the purpose of negotiations only, was prepared to answer these 
three questions and to provide a basis for the workshop 
negotiations. Chief among these were the following: 

1. The ultimate goal of all the partioipants was to 
cooperatively develop a cost effective prOgram for 
walkway improvements to minimize safety hazards. 

2. Where safety is not at risk, walkway imprOVements are 
not necessary • 

3. The agreed upon walkway improvement program must provide 
for the eXpeditious elimination of any unsafe walkway 
conditions that may be identified. 

4. The referenced standards in G.O.llS should be applied as 
objecti~e guidelines, but not as absolute minimUm 
requirements, for the walkway improvement prOgram. 

5. A safe and adequate walkway, rather than literal 
conformance to the referenced standards in G.O.11S, is 
the proper standard for the walkway improvement program. 

6. The need for walkway improvements must be commensurate 
with the functions railroad employees are required to 
perform, with the frequency of that performance, and 
with the existing condition of the walkways • 
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7. To be cost effective, walkway safety hazarda identified 
at particular locations ordinarily require .ite speoific 
solutions. 

8. The railroad corporations, railroad employeea, railroad 
employees l collective bargaining representatives, and 
Commission staff should share in determining whether or 
not existing walkways are safe. Disagreements may be 

informally resolved by the Commission staff. Finally, 
if agreement cannot be obtained Any other way, 
resolution may be by formal commission proceedings. 

9. There should be a process of review specified in the 
agreement. 

10. All concerned parties are in agreement that a more 
expeditious method is needed for obtaining commission 
approval of acceptable deviations from the requirements 
of G.O. 118. 

Employing these 10 working principles, the railroad corporations, 
railroad employees' representatives, and commission safety 
Division staff reached agreement on a walkway improvement progran 
tor four types of track, designated Type A through O. The 
agreement specifies how the principles will be implemented and 
applied to specific types of track. The language of the 
agreement controls. 
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• CONSENSUS AGREEMENT B~EEN THE RAILROAD 
CORPORATIONS, RAILROAD WORKERS' REPRESENTATIVES, 

AND CPUC STAFF REGARDING THE INTERPRETATION 
OF PARAGRAPH 6 IN GENERAL ORDER 118 

The parties agree that a walkway improvement pr09ra. tor .aeh of 
the four types of track, A through D, will be undertaken subject 
to revie~ at the request of any party within eight&en months, 
calculated from the effective date of this agree~ent. If 
requested within eighteen months, the parties to this agreement, 
or their representatives, shall meet again in a workshop session 
sponsored by the california Public utilities commission 
(commission) to review the progress of the walkway improvement 
prOgram and make any necessary revisions. After eighteen months 
any party wishing to make changes to the agreement shal~ initiate 
a formal proceeding. This agreement applies only to railroad 
owned or maintained trackage under the jurisdiction of the 
Commission. 

~ 1. TYPE A TRACKS: 

• 

a.) Definition: 
Type A tracks are those where railroad employees are 
routinely required to get on and otf equipment, and to 
routinely perform classification or similar switching 
operations and spotting of cars as a normal part of their 
assigned duties. 1 

b.) Typical Examples: 
Typical examples of Type A tracKs include switching and 
classification yards (but see exception in B under typical 
example No.1). Where the conditions described in the 

1 Note: This and all other definitions are intended to describe 
actual field cond~tlons and practicesot rai~roademployees in 
the performance of their assiqned duties; the possible . - . 
prohibition of these conditions and practices in published 
procedures, rules, or bulletins will not change the requirements 
of this agreement. 
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definition set out at paTAgraph l(a) occur, d.p.ndlng on 
the frequency of aotivity, all or portions Of th6 fOllowing 
other traoks shall be included as Type At .1dinqa, drill 
traoks, railroad owned or maintained industrial .pur., and 
similar tracKS used for switchin9 operations. 

c.) Actions To Be Takenz 

i.) Type A tracks in existence prior to the adoption of 
G.0.118 shall be visually inspected from the ground by 
each carrier to identify any nonconforming walkways 
that may exist at the time this agreement Is entered 
into. This inspection shall be completed as soon as 
practicable, but in any event, 50\ of the subject 
trackage shall be inspected within 90 days of the 
execution of this agreement and the balance within 180 
days of the same date. The requirements of standard 
No. 6 in G.O. 118 shall be used for performing the 
inspection. Upon completion of the inspection the 
carrier shall classify all walkways as belonqingin one 
of the following three categories! 

1. Walkways that conform to the minimum dimensions 
stated in G.O. 118, Standard No. 6 - No 
improvements required. 

2. walkways that do not conform t6the minimum 
dimensions stated in G.O. 118, Standard No. 6 - No . 

improvements required. 

3. Walkways that do not confOrm to the minimum 
dimensions of G.O. 118, standard No. 6 -
Improvements are required. 

ii.) Inspection reports documenting the scope ot each 
inspection specified at paragraph 1 (e) (i) above, and 
the location of all walkways in each category, shall be 
prepared and kept on file by the carrier. These 
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inspeotion reports shall b~ subject to r.vl.~ by th. 
the staff of the Commission's Safety olvi.lon (staff), 
e~ployees, or e~ployee representatives, In the event 
of dlsagtee~ent between the carrier, employees, 
employee·representatives, or the Staff reqardinq 
walkways in categories 1, ~, and 3 abOve, auch walkways 
shall be subject to reinspection by a joint inspection 
team. Where there is disaqree~ent. unresolved by joint 
inspection, the carrier may seek resolution through the 
informal deviation process described in paragraph 5(d), 
In the event any par~y disagrees with the outcome Of 
the informal deviation procedure, the carrier sha~l 
initiate a formal deviation request or shall have the 
option of bringing the nonconforming track up to 
standard No. 6 dimensions. 

d.) Time for Improvements: 
Necessary walkway improvements for Type A tracks shall be 
given priority over improvements to Type Band c tracks. 
When required, the improvements shall be made as 
expeditiously as possible, in accordance with a schedule 
requiring completion in not more than 6 months after the 
need for such improvements has been established. 
Extensions of this 6 months maximum time period will be 
granted by the Staff to the railroad on a case by case 
basis for good cause shown. 

2. TYPE B TRACKS: 

a.) Definition: 
Type B tracks are those where trains are known to 
frequently stop under established operating practices 
where railroad employees are regularly required to get on 
and 6ff: and where the employees are required to walk
alongside the equipment to perform their assigned ciuti~s. 
s~itching operations involving direct set out or piCk up of 
a single car or a solid block of cars or block swappi~g may 
also be performed on type B tracks. specifically excluded 
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fro~ Type B are the operations desoribed at paraqraph l(a) 
and (b). The parties agree that aafe access 1. r.quir.d on 
Type B track, but the parties also agree that Bate access 
does not mandate that walkways along Type B tracks .eat the 
s~ne standards as required for Type A tracks. 

b.) Typical Exa~plesl 
Typical examples of Type B tracks includet (1) running 
tracks in switching and classification yards, (2) sidings; 
(3) railroad owned or maintained industrial spurs; and (4) 

other similar tracks used for storage of eqUipment, and 
where the conditions described in the definition set out at 
paragraph 2 (a) normally occur. 

c.) Actions To Be Taken: 

i.) walkways for Type B tracks in existence prior to the 
adoption of G.O. U.8 shall be in sufficient compliance 
with the appropriate requirements ot G.6. 118, 
standards No. 1 through 5,56 as to ~ determined safe 
for continued usa. If they are not, where physical 
circumstances permit, they will be brought into 
sufficient compliance within a reasonable period of 
time. 

ii.) suspected nonconforming and hazardous .walkways may be 
identified by anyone, inclUding employees, 
representatives of employee organizations; o~ members 
of the staff. When so identified, the particular 
walkways shail be jointly inspected withirt 30 days by 
representatives of the carrier and the affected 
employees' CalifornIa state collective bargaining 
organization. If the affected employees do not belong 
to a collective bargaining organization or·if the 
waikway is identified by the statf, the staff shall be 
represented for the purpose of conducting the joint 
inspection. This inspection will be conducted using 
the appropriate G.O. 118 standards No.1 through 5 as 
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quidelines only. The'inspeotion wilt be conc.rnednot 
with the presence or absence of any partioular pattern 
of walkway, but whether o~ not approprIate and aafe 
footing conditions e~ist for the tasks that aay be 
e~pected of the train crews at that lOcation. TO the 
extent praoticable, where differences exiat the .&mbers 
of the inspection team shatl seek to reach agr*ement on 
an informal basis. If the staff is not represented in 
the inspection team, either party may request th$ 
assistance of the staff. Where corrective action is 
required, the inspection team members will determine 
the corrective measures to be taken based upon the 
physical conditions existing at that location, the 
safety needs of the employees, and the tasks to be 
perfOrmed, rather than according to any particular 
formula. 

iii.) At the conclusion of the joint inspection, agreed upon 
walkway improvements for Type B tracks shall be qlven 
priority oVer improvements to Type c tracks. When 
required, the improvements shail be made as 
expeditiously as possible, in accordance with a 
schedule that requires completion In not more than 9 
months aft~r the need for such improvements has been 
established. Extensions of the 9 months maximum time 
period viIi be qranted in the same manner as as 
specified at paragraph 1 (d). 

iv.) Any unresolved disputes shall be set aside tOr 
resolution under paragraph 5 of G.O. 118. 

3. TYPE C TRACKS: 

a.) Definition: 
Type C tracks are limited to locations On maln and branch 
lines where the following functions occur: trains 
infrequently stop under established operating practices and 
railroad employees are required to get on and off and to 
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valk alongside the stopped equipment to perform their 
assigned duties. switching operations ate not performed on 
Type c tracks. 

Typical Examples: 
Typical examples of Type c tracks include stopping And 
inspection areas associated with trackside eafety detectors 
(e.g. hot boX and dragging equipment detectors), and other 
similar locations on main and branch line tracks where the 
conditions described in the definition set out at paragraph 
3 (a) !!lay occur. 

c.) Action to be Taken: 

L) As soon as possible, but not more than 180 days atter 
the beginning of this agreement, each carrier shall 
identify by milepost, pole or other similar means, the 
limits of the stopping and detection areas associated 
with each of their main and branch line tracks ide 
satety detectors in Caliiornia. ~hese areas shall be 
classified as high or low use, depending upon whether 
actuations requiring stopping and train crew 
inspections have been experienced more or less than 
twice per month on average over the past 12 months. 
Footing conditions in the stopping and inspecti6nareas 
for all high use, and for any low use areas selected by 
appointed representatives of the affected employees l 

california state collective bargaining organization or 
a member of the staff, shall be inspected to determine 
whether or not any walkway improvements are required. 

ii.) These inspections shail be completed with all 
reasonable speed according to priorities and a schedule 
which the inspection team members shall jointly 
determine. 
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iIi.) The makeup of the inspeotion team, the orlttrla to be 
used, and the aethod for resolvirtq di.agr •••• ~t. 
between the inspection team meabers, .ha11 be the aa.e 
as that described at paragraphs 2 (0) (ii) and (iv). 

Iv.) At the tonclusion of the joint inspection, aqreed upon 
walkway improvements shall be .ada as .Xpeditiously as 
possible in accordance with a schedule that requires 
completion not more than 12 months after the need for 
such improvements has been established. Extertsions of 
the 12 months maximum time period may be granted in the 
same manner as described at paragraph 1 (d). 

v.) Any unresolved disputes shall be set aside for 
resolution under paragraph 5 of G.O. 118. 

4. TYPE D TRACKS: 

a.) DefinItion: 
Type D tracks are those where trains are not required to 
stop under normAl operating conditions, and the only time 
railroad employees are required to be on the ground is 
After an emergency stop when it then becomes necessary for 
them to walk alongside the train to perform their assigned 
inspection and repair duties. 

b.) Typical Examples! 
Typical examples of Type D tracks include main and branch 
lines where trains do riot normally stop but the conditions 
set out at paragraph 4 (a) may occur. 

c.) Action to be Taken: 
No action is required for Type D tracks constructed or 
reconstructed prior to the adoption of G.O. 11S, unless the 
Commission orders otherwise under paragraph 5 of General 
Order 118. 
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The parties Agree that the procedures desoribed belOW vill be 
used to expedite commission approval of acceptable d.viations 
when requested pursuant to the preceding seotions Of this 
Agreement. New construction and reconstruction will follow the 
requirements of G.O. 118, except to the extent that d.viations 
are granted. Deviations may be requested in accordance with the 
followinq proceduresl 

a.} In granting deviations, the principle to be followed is 
that of ensuring appropriate employee safety in performing 
tasks Which are required Under the circumstances of the 
particular activity being undertaken. conformance to a 
particular pattern, formula, or design is not necessary. 
While cost effectiveness may be considered, it will not be 
the sole criterion, and the deviation procedure will not be 
enployed, and deviations will not be granted, simply to 
avoid costs. 

b.) Written requests for deviations shall be prepared by the 
carrier and submitted to the Director of the safety 
Division, with a copy being served on the california state 
employee representatives of the carrier's affected 
trainmen, and on all other interested parties. The 
deviation request shall include a full statement of the 
conditions which prevail at the time and place involved, 
and shall specify the reasons why the deviation is deemed 
necessary. The request shall alsO include a showing that 
the deviation will not create a detriment to safety. 

c.} within 30 days after pUblication in the commission daily 
calendar, requests may be protested, in writing, by 
specifying the reason for the protest. 

d.) In the event of a protest, the Director of the safety 
Division shall promptly schedule an informal meeting. The 
meeting shall be attended by the protestant, 
representatives of the carrier, the affected employ~es' 
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representatives, and the staff. The .e.tin9 .hall be 
infor=al, governed by the fundamental rule of talrn •• st and 
may emplOy telephone conference calls. 6n-site inapaotion, 
or other procedures designed to lead to a proper and 
eXpeditious resolution Of the matter. 

The recommendation of the Director of the Safety Division 
for or against the reqUested deviation shall be Bubject to 
appeal through request for formal adjudication by the 
Commission. The Commission shall reter the controversy to 
an administrative law judge for resolution under formal 
procedures. It is contemplated that the appeal procedure 
will not be employed frivolously or for dilatory motives by 
any of the parties. All parties agree to cooperate in the 
informal meetinq, towards the goal of providing a safe 
workplace, and to cooperate in establishing cost-effective 
ways of reducing risks to a reasonable and acceptable level. 

f.) If the Director of the safety Division or his Or her 
designee recommends approval of the requested deviation, and 
there are no objections raised by the other concerned 
parties, a Commission Resolution shall be drafted-for Ex 

Parte processing by the commission at the next scheduled 
commission conference. This procedure will be guided by the 
Commission's Rules of Practice and Procedure. 

g.) Unless otherwise ordered, any exemption or modification so 
granted shall be limited to the particular cas~ or the 
special type of construction covered by the reqUest. 

6. GENERAL RECITALS 

at) Nothing in this agreement relieves the carriers of the 
obligation to provide a safe place for their employees to 
work. 

b.) All parties agree to exert good faith effort in carrying out 
the requirements of this agreement. 
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When used in this agr.em6nt -ett.ctive dat.- •• ~n. ~O 4AtO When 
th!$·4qreement has been .)(ecutect by the parties and approv.d by 
order or r&.olution of the Commie. Ion. 

In vitneas whereot, the ~artie. h~V. caused thi •• 9r •••• nt to be 
duly elCecuted. • 

Dated: $/31/90 
~ , 

....~ -..... 

Southern Paoific 
Transportation Company 

Bye 

Title: V. P. D. 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

I hereby certify that I have this day •• rved the foregoing 
document upon all known parties of record in this proceeding by 
.ailing by first-class a copy thereot properly addressed to each 
party. 

Dated at San Franoisco, california, this 6th day of June, 
1990. 

lsi BESSIE J. KLAUDT 

BessIe J. Klaudt 

(END OF APPENDlk C) 


